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In the process of international interaction and due to the standards of present education the graduates of technical higher institutions should be able to continue their further education and be able to work in the field of speciality somewhere abroad. The aim of today education set by state standards of higher and professional education is creating new techniques of teaching the usage of which will help to satisfy the social order for highly skilled and professionally mobile experts able to adapt in promptly changing modern conditions. The graduates must be able to take part in local and international projects, as well as to use the advanced scientific achievements of Russian and foreign scientists available in the Internet.
Taking it into account, teaching foreign languages at non-linguistic faculties is complex and difficult; moreover it faces a number of objective problems such as limited number of teaching hours, low level of foreign language background among students and big workload on their main subjects. So this teaching process needs careful consideration and the rational planning. That is why specialists teaching Language for Special Purpose (LSP further ) are to select special lexis thoroughly.
The main principles of teaching LSP were formulated by L.V. Shcherba who differentiated oral and literary language and stated the fact the all teachers' affords should be directed to arranging and limiting linguistic material.
Therefore, it seems obvious that firstly, the students must be given the basic information on LSP and the peculiar features of sublanguage they are going to study.
In modern linguistics the term "sublanguage" has some meanings:
• "set of linguistic elements and their relations in texts on certain topic" (Andreev, 1967); • special type of social dialect that represents "professional language"
(lexical systems) (Bondaletov, 1974) ; • functional type of national language, its sub-system that is used in special spheres of social relations (Leichik, 1988) ; In the English WSSL a number of professionalisms were determined, among them are the following ones:
• nigger (literary -"a very offensive word for a black person") -"a device for logs turning on front-frame wood-sawing cart". It is known from history that earlier the Black were hired in Western countries for heavy manual labor. Obviously, this very fact caused such metaphorical unit.
• pig man (literary -a person dealing with pigs) -a chokeman: a worker who fixes sawn timber or assortment for further transportation. In this case this is associative metaphor. The work of chokeman is rather dirty and due to this fact the attribute "pig" associating with untidiness and dirt was chosen.
• flayer (literary -a person who hits or whips smb. very hard so that some of their skin comes of) -barker: a worker who barks raw material. Such meaning of this professionalism as taking skin off is equal to technological process of disbarking.
• wood beast (literary -hard material that the trunk and the branches are made of + an animal, especially one that is large or dangerous, or one that is unusual) -a woodsman. This professionalism appeared due to the fact that a woodsman is taken as mythological character -"beast" -the one who destroys woods.
• hell (literary -a place believed to be the home of devils and where bad people go after death) -kiln for incineration.
So the kiln is associated with the hell, where the souls of sinners are burning in fire.
Terminology is very interrelated with
professional popular language as it is filled up with professionalisms that become terms. The examples of such units are:
• wainscot -two-edged cant;
• deal ends -sawn timber of board size in cross-cut, the length of which is less than 2,4 m.
• scroll saw -multi-saw set for cross-cut of timber in which the sawing shafts are fixed.
• strips -sawn timber of thickness less than 51mm and width of which is less than 100 mm.
Though there are special units that are widely used in national language and in analogous branches.
Another important unit of spontaneously formed terminology is proto-term. It is a unit that denotes some object, phenomena, process or its feature or quality. In the judgment of S.V. Grinev, proto-terms basically appear and function in pre-scientific period (the earliest ones, probably 30,000 -40,000 years ago). That is why this units have no links with scientific notions and they denote special notions but for concepts that appear simultaneously with the science. This type of special units does not disappear since time. It remains in handicraft and everyday lexis. In general special units of this type in WSSL are motivated by "ideological" feature, that according to Z.I. Komarova "reflects new idea concept of the epoch". (Komarova, 1991) Therefore, the study of special lexis of WSSL makes it possible to find effective means of teaching LSP. Existence of terms-combinations gives opportunity to make up Students' Vocabularies that would be useful while working with special texts (reading, translating, picking up necessary information and so on) as well as enlarging professional vocabulary that is essential in professional communication.
As it was stated above one of the problems in teaching LSP is not enough time given to this discipline, it is obvious that the syllabus should be well planned. One of the ways out is to spend the first year on forming certain terminological minimum -terminology, system of terms and professional popular language. Unfortunately, the last one in most cases stays beyond studying process that is extremely wrong.
The students of second course are supposed to work with text on their specialty. These texts are to train students' ability to read and understand information from the field they are specializing in. Moreover, these texts give a background for further discussions on special topics. One more skill that is professionally important and should be trained at classes is work with special references -dictionaries of terms, abbreviations, branch standards and so on.
